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Magnetic momenta of a proton and a neutron are calculated

In the <2CD sum rule approach. The substantial role of the exter-

»«1 electromagnetic field induced vacuum expectation values, the

most important of which is connected with quark condensate mag-

netic susceptibility, is demonstrated. The
4
 results are /u

a
 - 3.0,

AAu » -2.0(+lC$) that is in a perfect agreement with expe-

riment. The invariant amplitudes of /\ ->p \/ tranaition are

also calculated.
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А тегу powerful method for determining static and dynamic

properties of the lowest lying resonant states has been recently

developed. This method, the method of QCD sum roles, was suggested

in the pioneering work by Shlfman, Vainshteia and Zakharov
 1

where the masses of a number of meson resonances was successfully

calculated* In refs. *̂  QCL sum rules were extended to the bary-

on case* The recent investigations made it possible to determine

some dynamic properties of hadrons, namely, the meson eleetromag-

netic formfactors at intermediate Q values **"' and meson partial
с о

widths *'* . In this work we report the solution of the other

long-standing problem of strong interaction theory and calculate

nucleon magnetic moments ' .

-..Л 'She problem is by no neans tri-rial as in this case one has

to consider scattering of nucleons on external electromagnetic

field at the zero momentum transfer. In case when even one of

external momenta is small the standard QCD sum rules method can

not be applied since the crucial point of this approach is the

calculation of polarization operators П (p ) P
r
 °? vertex

functions Г(p, p', if") in euclidean region p, p\ Q < Oat

rather large virtual!ties in all channels where effects of non-

trivial vacuum structure can be described as controllable correc-

tions to perturbative results. Ihus, the technique of refs. *~
8

cannot be applied here. If trying to analytically continue the

formulae for electromagnetic formfactors valid for the interme-

diate Q region to the point Q
2
«0 one would encounter with sin-

') The short coanunication on the results of proton and пэатггог.
monenta calculation has been published earlier 9 . Is. our нот-
we present the detailed Tereicn and add also the eons-derati r. "*
of Д ~*P^ transiition.
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2 A ?

gular terms 1/Q , 1/J3 , lnQ etc. or
t
 if the power singulari-

ties are absent in a particular сазе, with unknoum contributions

non-described by a standard operator expansion. The appearance

of such terms makes the procedure unlawful.!In order to solve the

problem we consider the quarks as moving in the constant electro-

magnetic field FM »

We state that even in the case when one of the external mo-

menta is zero, a variant of the operator expansion including new

phenonenological parameters can be written. The physical meaning

of these parameters is clear. !Ehey describe a response of the

vacuum means to the presence of an external colourless field. E.g.

vacuum expectation -value (v.e.v.) Soj(f ̂,^О/о)^ете Q is the

" quark field, Ci~U,U
f
 is zero «ben external fields are absent

according to borenz invarionce. If quarks more in the constant

electromagnetic field, then an external tensor F\
Ki
) is present

and one can write in general ^p\t[ $/м (jfo) - Г/iroC%
Д being a new parameter which may be thought of as magnetic

susceptibility of quark condensate» In our problem the role of

v.e.v.
 f
s &1Ц§«»ф)induced by external field is very signifi-

cant and their contribution to sum rules can by no means be neg-

lected*

There la another specific feature which distinguishes the

eua rules for polarization operator in external field from the

rn—nil sum rules for determining hadron masses. When presenting

flip) in terns of the physical state matrix elements we are

interested in the contribution ^ о / ^ / У ^ ^ / У ^ / ^ ^ А / / ^

x (fT— M
Z
) where и is the quark current with

aucleon quantum numbers, this contribution is proportional to
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nucleon magnetic moment and baa a double pole at p =» и . Other

than this term, there are, however, terse of other type with juat

a single pole at p
2
 - и

2
. The terns of both types acquire the

same exponential factor exp(-mVn ) after Borel transformation.

Therefore, the single pole terms are not exponentially damped.

with respect to the double pole terms and taking then into account

is absolutely necessary. These terms give rise to additional phe-

nomenological parameters' in the r.h.a. of the sum. rules.

Nevertheless, we succeeded in excluding all of these unknown

parameters using the sum rules for invariant functions at dif-

ferent tensor structure and in determining nucleon magnetic mo-

ments «1th a good enough accuracy. After some simplifications to

be specified later which do not practically affect the answer

our result for proton and neutron magnetic moments can be presen-

ted in а тегу simple form

-LJ- )6
 *«*'

«here A/? % Мн a r e magnetic moaents in the nuclear mag-

neton units, й - -fgr) <Cpl?9/°^ ^ 0.55 GeT3 and m

1л the nucleon mass. Substituting the numbers Into eq.(l) «e get

Jbp - 2,96, yU
K
 - -1*93 with the estimated uncertainty

r~ 109K. (Ям experimental faluee of magnetic moments are yU
p
 •

• 2.79» уМц • -1.91). We estimate also the quark condensate

magnetic eueceptibility

=s - €q 050*50 MeV)"2 (2)
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In the following section we describe our method in details.

Sec.3 is devoted to derivation of the sum rules of interest. In

Sec.4 we determine nucleon magnetic moments. In Sec.5 the tran-

sition A~*p-*-jf *
s
 considered, fflhe general discussion and

other possible applications of the method are the subjects of

the last section,

2. The Method

We start with the consideration of polarization operator of

currents bearing the nucleon quantum numbers in the weak exter-

nal constant electromagnetic field F^^ , To find nucleon

magnetic moments we are interested just in terms linear in f w

Thus we define

(3)

where П (P) is the polarization operator when the field is

absent, И =• tf* Пц are the currents with proton and neutron

quantum numbers

V. // _V, (X/ ^

U*(x) and (A I
х
) are quark fields. 5fhe choice of the cur-

rents with nucleon quantum numbers is not unique. She choice of

eq.(4), most suitable in our opinion, «as suggested in ref. .

Other choice «as advocated in ref. 10
 b u t

 ^
 ь
^
ЛгЛе t h a t
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««Trent used in ref» *° is inconvenient since it results in un- -

.controllably_large power corrections. A detailed argumentation

in favour of our viewpoint .can be..found 1ц ref. .

following the idea of the QCD sum rule method we calculate

fl(p) in euclidean region p < 0
 f
 //J*/ "- l GuV

2
 as

the operator expansion series in ^/p*" whose, coefficients

are expressed through v.e.vlsof various operators» On the other

hand, we write dispersion relations for П (p) and saturate them

by contributions of the lowest physical states* As usual, in the

QCJD sun rule approach, in order to suppress the contribution of

excited states to sum rules, we apply the Borel transformation

to the polarization operator structure functions

n Г pfa (5)

i f /l(Pj are represented by dispersion relation

+ subtract.terms

о Г Г

Let us dwell on the operator expansion and classify the

operator v.e.v. *s according to their dimensions d. Since we are

interested in the linear in Г^ы terns in eq. (3) the operator

of the lowest dimension is £* v itself* The field induced

v.e.v. with d»3 <С°1Т^й1°Ур » fa* ~(f~/£)(("ft ~УМ
№)

is of the next dimension and this is the reason for its impor-

tance in the problem under consideration.4-dimensional v.e.v's

are absent. Indeed, a principally possible operator

where \Zi is the covariant derivative has positive C-parity

and its v.e.v. cazmnot be induced by C-odd electromagnetic field.
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Other possible operator S ^ g - 0 V 5 K ft- Q
 i s

 C-odd but for

massless quarks it vanishes according to equations of motion

since 5<WA tr q'ft fa Vg- Cj =ЦА)(ffa V* V$*)f = 0. Three v.e. v. 's
is the nraltipled by F^j quark condensate density

and field induced v.e.v. «s

have the dimension d=5 . (Here <£^ i s *
й е
 gluon field

strength and X
 a r e

 *b
e
 colour Gell-Mann matrices). The v.e.

т. <C°l4Qi
0
*) ~ -^24° MeV)^ (at the low energy normalization

point) has been known for a long time (see ref. for review and

discussion), the rest v.e.v.'s have originally appeared in this

problem. There are five 6-dimensional operator v.e.v.'s

К
0

* < <<Г "^ °

и а е т е
 я

 а г е
 SU(3) structure constants. (We adopt the facto-

risation hypothesis saturating the product of the four quark

field operators by the contribution of intermediate vacuum state

and disregarding nontrivial fourfemrLon v.e.v. 's). The contri-

bution of the last four v.e.v.'s is small (see below) and will

be neglected in the following. A great number of operator v.e.v's

•) The authors are indebted to Ya.Ya.Balitsky who has drawn

their attention to appearance of the last v.e.v.
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correspond to dimension d=7, namely /o j л б^м(^Vt)Cfj

etc. The first of them ia known

2 2 3

where m^ я: 0.8 GeV was determined in ref.
 J
 . To estimate the

second v.e.V. we can apply the factorization hypothesis (though

it is not here as firmly grounded as in the case of four-fermion

operators). Ehen

All other 7-dim^isional v.e.v.'s are nonfactorizable and unknown.

It can be shown particularly (see Sec.3) that the T.e.v.

^0>\ й )Сй ' 4* A (^ Vj ~Y\) Vujtf^/«^contribution to some sum rules

is not small. Therefore, in order not to introduce a great number

of unknown quantities into the theory we avoid using sum rules

where the7-dimensional v.e.v.'з may be important. Taking only
,4

the operator v.e.v. 'a with d ^ 6 (and in some specified below

cases the factorizable v.e.v.
f
s of higher dimensions) we are

left with three electromagnetic field-induced v.e.v.'s:

(9)
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We call /(. the quark condensate magnetic susceptibility. Indeed,

if the quarks were nonrelativiatic p( <up to a constant factor)

would evidently have this meaning. For relativistic quarks atten-

ding (8) the situation is rather obscure but we will maintain

the denotion of %(. in this case also.

We assume % a?« and £". to be proportional to the quark

charge

This assumption corresponds to neglection of the closed loop

contribution shown in Fig.l, Evidently, for massless quarks the

diagrams KLg.l with gluon exchange are aero in any order of per-

turbation theory according to chirality conservation. Chirality

violation might appear from instantons but , as «as shown is

ref. , instantons (in th.e diluted gas approximation) do not

contribute the diagrams of K.g.1. She amplitude of Fig.l has a

certain resemblance to that of if~oj mixing. Ehe only differ-

ence between these two amplitudes is that the chirality is vio-

lated in the first and is conserved in the second. Therefore

the experimental smallness of if-co nrt-r̂ g is also an argument

for our assumption.

Vow we turn to description of terms in the operator expan-

sion which will be taken into account in th*» calculation of iLvl

in QCD (the l.ii.e of the desired sum rules). Three different

tensor structures contribute to P L (p) • P 6̂ v/ "*~ ̂uvi P »

LLfy*Y* ~Р"ХА) 9
 ettd

 ^«^ *
 Ihe t±TBt

 structure
includes odd number of Y' -matrices and conserves chirality.

She eeoond and the third include even number of Y -matrices

and Violate chirality. (We adopt u- and d-quarks to be maesless.j



Let us consider first the l.h.s of the sua rule at the odd
A A

structure p 6IM + ®ил> (°, ХЬ* lowest dimension operator contri-

buting to this structure is R v (d*>2) and the corresponding

Feynman diagram is depicted in fig. 2. Because of ohirality con-

servation the d»3 and d=»5 operators do not contribute to the odd

structure, so the next in dimension are 6-dimensional operators.

The taking into account of the field-induced r.e.v.

<\°1йй1
 0
У<С

о
 / У 9»> *? / * C V

 (d
*
6)
 correspexids to the

diagram of fig.3. The coatribution of operator R Q G^

(d=6) is determined by two-loop graphs (like fig. 4) which inclu-

des a small factor [Q
1
*") * The direct calculation of the

contribution of operator C»̂ , Ц ^ into | ( (Py showed

that it does not practically affect the nucleon mass »̂

Thereby the tera proportional to т.е.т. Fĵ o <(o \ d^*

in the operator expansion can safely be neglected . Taking

into account of the field induced v.e.v. a \y\ P
 x
 (д

л<г
 Ц<

leads to the same numerical factor. The contribut

ions of v.e.vs j <p\cf№)(fc V % f^Yx q\
0 | ̂ (Х

И
М)^/ V + V G/ J^/^(0) are

determined by one-loop diagram, have numerically small factor

) and for this reason will be also disregarded.

In the sum rule at odd structure p 6u\) +• 0*^ p we

take into account the contributions of v.e.v,'s of 8-dimen3io-

nal operators assuming the factorization hypothesis. There are

physical conclusions of the work 13 do not change.

contribution
ref. 13
3ign.Ihe
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four such v.e.v. «s, f>o; <01 « 9 I of -у <<>R

^Ф^^У^^^Ш^ fn^C-e, * fa <ofi<llof and
I у/Угв( €q J ^цл/^°1йй!0? « The corresponding diagrams are depicted

in jtig.5-7.The estimate of 8-dimensional terms i s important. In-

deed, as « i l l be seen, the contribution of 6-diraensional term to

SUB roles i s rather large, even, larger than the fig.2 contribution

since the magnitude of quark condensate magnetic susceptibility

P^ i s large. 8-dimensional terns (especially the term

л- *Xwl <^°/^ f / O ^ c a n Ъ е considered as the f irst correct-
ion to 6-dimensional tern* Therefore their account is necessary

since it permits checking the convergence of operator expansion

series» Of course, the results will be convincing (and really

they are) if contributions of 8-dimenaional terns are ouch smaller

than those of d*6.

The lowest dimension operator which contributes to chirality

violating structures in Пла) (Р) is <f ̂ v ̂  (d*3), see

figa8. The next in dimension with d>5 are operator v.e.v. 's

/OJCJQ \оУ Ffrv e»d *bat of eq.9 corresponding to figs.9,

10. Assuming factorization again we are left in even structures

with two 7-dimeneional operator v. e. v. ' s <JJ J Ц ̂  f / 0)
F
<° \ (ty Сщ> (о)

•ad $^0\?[<Ьр(>?М) <£р 41°) fy<v - *he related diagrams
are shown in figs.11,12. (Hote that the higher is the operator

dimension the lees reliable is the factorization hypothesis. We

•how is the following that for one of the tensor structure - 6^j

the factorization hypothesis does not work well).

As is aean, the interval of dimensions accounted for the

odd structure a>2-8 is larger than the interval of dimensions at

d-3-7 for even structures. Therefore one may expect a better ac-

curacy of the results obtained from the sum rule at odd structu-
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re. As for even structure ив shall use only sum rule at the struc-

ture i. (рмУо ~р^Ум)Р •
 22ie

 reasons are the following:

1. The structure L [faY* ~PVYM) P contains two extra po-

wers of momentum in the numerator in comparison with 6^j .

This reeulta in appearance of extra factor 1/p in nonperturbati-

ve corrections. As a consequence, the Borel transformation

brings about a factor 1/n in the higher-dimensional contribution

to the structure
 t

-if)
t
"Y

}/
 ~ Р

у
^)р comparing with. 6̂

v
> which

improves convergence of power series. At the same time, the role

of excited states (continuum) in the r.h.s of the sum rule at

the structure *-IPMYV "/VJKy'/reduees also as compared to that

Of б&у} .

2. The sum rule at structure 6 ^ includes infrared diver-

gence which indicates the appearance of unknown infrared non-

factoriaable v.e.v.'s,0hder the procedure изed in the folloiving

the unknown higher dimensional contributions affect'rather signi-

ficantly the result obtained from the зит rules at this structure.

The calculation of coefficients for the above operators is

the subject of the next aeotton. The remainder of this one we

devote to the very important question of saturating the зше ru-

les by contributions of the physical states.

The linear in the field FL\t part in the polarisation

operator П(f
7
) can be presented phenomenologically <ла s.

SUB of the contributions shown is figs. 13-15. Our interest is

concentrated on the graph of fig.13: current <" creates uucleoa

wisieh interacts wita electroaag&stic field and is annihilated



by current У} . Ebe contribution of this graph to the polari-

zation operator includes the double pole and is proportional to

Av/
м
-/(р

3
'~

г
"

л
) where / v is the transition amplitude of

current У) into nueleoo state, <^of <?//vO ~A
v
1
r
 , It is nue-

i

leon spznor, M i s nucleon magnetic aouent (the total magnetic

moment for structures P V/Lv *~yuvp and ^/u^ and the ano-

aalous one for structure t-[P/>yv ~pvfu)p ) . After the Borel
transformation it gives the term ~ \ыМ ̂ p("*y

l
^)H Pig. 15 corresponds

to transitions between excited states which «ill be approximated

by continuum in a usual «ay and are damped exponentially after

the Borel transformation. The most dangerous for us are the

graphs of fig. 14 wnich include a transition of the nucleon tc

excited states. laeir contribution to FL^ is ̂ -l/fp-i"
1
)^-**

1
*
1
)

•таете в* is the mass of sa excited state. She Borel transform of

*-this expression includes the term ~^ m*-to jexpt-tofytfilch is not

damped exponentially compared to the fig.13 contribution. Рог

realistic values of K' it is of the same order of magnitude and

must be accounted for. The /V—• excited state transition» can

be taken into account by introducing two new phenoaenological

tt,*r> •=. en )

She пеое««117 of these new phexioawnologxc&l parameters cor-

to truasitioBfl nucxeon -*• excited states in the pre-

sence of extenej. f ie ld can also oe шхиява. la soee another «ay.

Let «# eaaaider a thret-pxiipt functicm Г (f) f"~: Q'j xn
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Э*"-»/?'
1
" (f*~*0 At q

2
tiie Halt /Э*"-»/?'

1
" , (f*~*0 * At q

2
< 0 «• сак -write for

f) f'j <t) a double dispersie» relation ia p
2
,p

| 2

where P(p
2
) is a polynoaial *

5
 . Function///^.? f///>"<?*))&>* be

represented Ъу one-rariable dispersion relations in p (p
1
 ) with

â  pole contribution from one-nucleon atate
e
 ТЬта, if P/O, the

last two terns in the r.h.s. of (12) in the limit f>~~p
iL
 , (j^- 0

contribute to P(l^i p\ 0) = П(/°
1
') the discussed аЬоте new

phenoaenological constants. Suppose now that P = 0. Sren in this

case sucb constants arise. Function p($, f, Q
b
)

 c a a
 generally be

written as а зив

5
;

where il'/̂ >̂  Ц) does not have й -singularities ic J , i"

at the nuclecn mass. Evidently, the first term in the r.h.s at

(13) corresponds to fig.13, the second and the third terms cor-

respond to fig.14. After substituting eq.(13) into eq.(!£),

taking the limit P~~p' , ^- Q and applying the Bo-
2

rel transformation in p we coae to the result

J3 П />V - ^ /
" " -

 (14)

i»j It can be easily shown, considering the siapleat,,triangle loop
diagram with arbitrary internal aasses that at q- < о there are
no anomalous thresholds and double dispersion relation(12) holds.
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The term

is not clamped exponentially as compared with the first term in

the r.h.s of (14) and its contribution to J3/7//°^ is ;just of the

form given by exp.(11).

In the recent work an attempt was made to determine

the coupling constants Qj;t/tf , ЙггЫй etc. •

authors employed the QCD sum rule technique applying the Borel

transformation over variable p to three-point functions

f Ip
u

f
 f)\ QJ . They used the standard continuum model and

did not take into account the lowest state -? excited state tran-

sitions. In our opinion this procedure is not grounded theoreti-

cally. The effect of the lowest state - excited state transitions

in external field may fortunately prove to be small in some cases

(a good agreement with experiment reported in ref. may reflect

their actual smallness in cases considered there) but one cannot

expect it in advance. In our сазе constants A and В contribute

to sue rules with a vengeance. Their ignoring would lead to an

absolutely wrong result ' •

She sane remark is relevant also for the recent attempts of

calculating the nucleon magnetic foments in the lattice approach

*5
t
 1ь j

e e 6 j
 fcowever, ' ). We postpone the discussion of this

problem tor the last section.

*) Vote that in case where /<?*7 is reasonably large and p # f'
the unwanted teras can be killed by a double Borel transformat-
ion 4-6 (see eqs.(12),(13)). In our case q=O, only one kinematic
invariant is present and the double Borel transformation cannot
be applied.
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3. Derivation of sun rules

We are ready now to proceed with calculating coefficients it

the operator expansion of Пм* (р).
 e

We use the fixed point gauge for electromagnetic field

Л« AM (*)
 =
 0 . This gauge is very convenient for

calculating operator expansion coefficients « (The gauge

was originally suggested by Pock and then reinvented indepen-

dently by a number of people. The detailed description of the

operator expansion coefficient calculation method in this gauge

can be found in ref. j/ In the fixed point gauge vector poten-

tial /L (x) is expressed via the field strength

(Generally, /L [x) is expressed as an infinite series over

covariant derivatives of the field but in our case the field is

constant and only the first term of the series survives). The

quark lield q(x) at small x can be expanded as

9 И = j

where V^ = Ъ
л
 +{ \/9rU'e

f
 Aj (x) . In the following we

use repeatedly the quark Green's function in the external elect-

romagnetic field. The answer written in the fixed point gauge

is

(17)
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Here the first term is just the usual Green's function of a free

Baseless spinor particle, the second term corresponds to the

presence of nonpolarized quark condensate» She third term ref-*

lects the action of electrooagaetic field on the particle - it

can be obtained by solving the Dirac equation in external poten-

tial An.t
x
) (15). 5Ehe fourth term is due to polarization of

quart condensate by external field and the last term arises

after expanding q(x) up to the second order according to eq.(16).

For definitffaess we consider the polarization operator of

proton currents M (fpffp) . We start with examining the odd-
л Л

structure 6 ^ p +p (Zj. The lowest order contribution is deter-

«ined by the graph of fig.2» Two of the quark correlators are

given by the first term in eq.(17) while the third correlator -

by the third term. The result for Г\^(р) defined by (3) is

Лете Д is the ultraviolet cut-off.

The contribution of the graph fig.3 corresponding to(fac-

ttrlaed) т.е.т. <^o/ f qjo^) <^O/ f 6^ $/°)fr can be

oalculAted In a siailar «ay, She answer is

idi«re th* notations at eqa. (8), (10) are need. Xhe fact that
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r.h.a.of (19) is proportional to tt-quark charge can be easily un-

derstood From the form *f /? p current it follows that polari-

zation operator contains a trace over u-quark indices. Ihere-

fore, according to chirality conservation if tin» Q £) operators

are replaced by their v.e.v. 'з, they must be both u-qtzark opera

tors and not one n- and other d-quark operators. Since by our

basic as3U3i5>tion <Q> j U CJ^ Uj OJ --- е
ы
 , the factor &

н

arises.

. 1!he contribution o£ 8-diaensional opera-cor $ $ • QQ f~AO

is determined by itae graphs of fig.5. In fa 3.5 electromagnetic

field acts on the hard (d) quark so that two quark correlators

are given by the second tera in eq. (17) and one (d-quarjc) cor-

relator by the third tera. In the graph of fig. 5b one of the

u-quark fields is expanded in z up to the second order accord-

ing to eq.(16) and the quark correlator is given by the last

term in eq.(17). Ibis corresponds to interaction of a soft u-

quark with electromagnetic field. She other u-quark correlator

is given by the second tera in (17) and the d-quark correlator

by the first. She result o£ the calculation is

П^ (P)
 T
 = (*< + т*")£

•She operator v. e.т. 'a j <(o / Ij %$ M) G^> f /О)<Ъ/ ^ ^ {jjC)F ,

and

gluon fields. She contribution of the first of then t» polari-

zation opexaxor corresponds to fig.6, the second and the third

- to fig.7. technical complications arising in the calculation

of these graphs are not serious and described in Appendix A.
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We present here only the results:

= - * " *

in notations of eqa.(6),(8),(9),(10).

Adding together all contributions, given by eqs.(18)-(22) we

obtain the final answer for the terms at odd structure in

П (р)
м
 = - £

where

As is seen from (23) correction -̂̂ Vttf" to the quark condensate

aagnetic susceptibility contribution is small at I p~j ~ 1 GeV2

as coaipared witk the term proportional to Of •

Coefficients at the odd-dimensional operators coatributing

to even structures are calculated in quite an analogous way.

Tne lowest order d=3 contribution is determined by the graph of

fig.8. This term is proportional to quark condensate magnetic

susceptibility % and d-quarlc charge €A because according
• •

to the form of \Лл current only d-quarlc v.e.r. *a can appear

^J]j j) PIn the diagram of fig.8. The т.е.т. ^OJ]j j jo) P y contri-

bution with d»5 is described by two diagrams of fig.9. Fig.9a
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corresponds to the case «ben a hard u-quark interacts «1th

electromagnetic field (the third term in eg.(17)) while fig.9V

corresponds to electromagnetic field interaction with a soft d-

quark. She т.е. v.'a (9). d>5 are represented by the diagram) of

fig. 10. la the first of these graphs the soft gltton is emitted

by a hard quark, in the second by a soft quark. In the latter

case expansion of quark field operators in external gluonis

field must be used. The details of the calculation of fig.10

contributions аз well as 7-dimensional operator v.e.v.'s

^01 q 6̂ v (\ 10)
F
 <(O I GtyQgn given in appendix A.

When attempting to calculate the coefficient at operator

9 tf %Lfi&fa) §Ufl tf f~A^ i r e eaooviD^e:r with a new phenomenon. Ihe

graph contributing to the coefficient depicted in fig. 12 inclu-

des infrared divergence. The matter i s that the Green's function

of a quark under the combined action of the electromagnetic and

vacuum gluon field

= <

~s

is />- К «hen k~* 0 and the loop integral diverges loga-

rithmically in К "* 0 region.The influence of the small momen-

ta region on the value of a coefficient indicates that classifi-

cation of the operators is not complete and new operators must

come into play. In our case it is the four-ferosion d>7 opera-

tor Cf^q- q^l&Vv-/*%)$ . Its r.e.v, cannot be

estimated by factorization hypothesis but its appearance

shows that our estimate ot d»7 contributions to /Хд, fp) is
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not very reliable. We note however that the logarithmic diver-

gence connected with the non-factorizable operator contribution

enters structure Cj^ only and it can be hoped that for other

structure our estimate of d=7 operator contributions is more or

less sound. It is important to note that the contributions of

d=7 operators for which we have no reliable estimates, appear

in the structure i [faУн ~ PvYu)p being multiplied by e^

(for proton, see Appendix A
4
» and drops out by the procedure used

in the next section for determining magnetic moments. The same

statement takes place also for the (factorized)

contribution of th* 9-dimensional operator ol
s
 tf$ux/tf'$9 9? •

therefore these uncertainties affect only our estimate of *)(

and that is why the accuracy in determining X
 i s n o t a s

 well

as that in determining M
p
 and ЛА

И
 . Omitting the details of

the calculations we present here the final expression for the

even structure contributions in fljuv (p)

, • a

(25)

where Af
&
 is the infrared cut-off. Only the term with logarith-

mic divergence 1л coefficient ы m^ is shown. The coefficient

of the operator T.*.V. <^ 0/^^v^/^<^/^O£as calculated

only for structure ^^РмУм ~Р»ХМ)Р "̂
 u s e d

 ^ ****

lowing analysis.
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The perturbative corrections -~ «$ mist be added to

expressions (23),(25). We take them into account in the leadl£&

logarithmic approximation. Aromalous dimensiona of current h

and of operators Tfif, Q б^^ Ц , C°6/v Got/* <Ял* are

known; they are 2/9, 4/9, -4/27 (see, e.g. * ) and 0, respec-

tively ' . Xhe anomalous dimensions of operator Q Jfo»/* GttfiQ

is small and we disregard them. Since т.е.т.'s

of eq.(9) are unknown and affect the results only weakly we put

for simplicity their anomalous dimension equal to that of Qu .

After the Borel tranafonaetion (5) eqs.(23),(25) with the

account of leading logarithmic correction gives the l.a.s of

desired sum rules. In the r.h.s of the sum rules we represent

polarization operator by the sum of contributions of one-proton

state (double pole terms), the proton-excited state transition

amplitudes (single pole terms) and continuum. 2he one-proton

contribution to Пи\}(р) ia given by

if)=- i^ /* № ^ £"

where Mp and М? are proton total and anomalous magnetic mo-

ments in nuclear magneton units, ЛЫ is the proton transit-

ion amplitude into current Ир determined in refs. '̂  .

*)In refs. » the sign of anomalous dimensions of baryonic cur-
rents was wrong. (One of the authors (B.I ) is indebted to
Prof.H.G.Dosch for pointing him out this error); Talcing into
account of this fact diminishes residue }>7/ by -x. 20% and
affects only slightly the values of baryonic nesses.
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The term resulting from proton -* excited state transition can

easily be found using eq.(ll). It is equal to

(27)

As usual, in the QCD sum rule approach the continuum contribution

to imaginary part of polarization operator is represented Ъу ima-

ginary part of quark loops starting from some threshold value

p = W . For convenience we transfer it into the l.h.s. of the

sum rules.

Collecting all pieces together we can now write the sum
A A

rules, for invariant functions at structures $~
ЛК
,-Р *~Р ®MV

ana

(29)
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/\
C
j>

ia
 the QOD parameter, A

e c j )
 ^ 100 MeV, /*ft. 0.5 GeT is

the normalization point to which the need values of т.е.т.'a are

referred and W is the continuum threshold, W * 1.44-1.5 OeV for

the nucleon channel « For completeness we present also the sum

rule for invariant function at structure (5^
o

The sum rules for the neutron are obtained from exps.(28)-(3O) by

substituting -e

4. Determination of proton and neutron magnetic momenta

and quark condensate magnetic susceptibility

In our analysis we use only the sum rules (28),(29). The зитв

rule (30) is disregarded for the reason explained in sec.2. She

sum rules (28),(29) include a lot of unknown parameters besides

/Лр - 0( » 2£ and £ in the l.h.s. and Ap , 8p

in the r.h.s.(Por the neutron additional parameters Ah , OH

appear). At the first sight they present a serious nuisance and

it seems impossible to find magnetic moments from these sum rules

with a good accuracy. But really the situation is not so bad.

Hote that the parameters ^ X and ^ enter sua rule (28)

being multiplied by the u-quark charge €u while in sua rule

(29) they are multiplied by €^ . Shis is a direct consequen-

ce of our neglecting closed quark loops and assuming that aagne-
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tic susceptibility of quark condensate with a given flavour is

proportional to the quark charge (see sec.2). This circumstance

makes it possible to get rid of parameters "X t 1&J £ and also of

the chirality violating v.e.v.'a of higher-dimension biquark ope-

rators induced by the action of electromagnetic field.

bet us multiply the sum rule (28) for the proton by ej

and for the neutron by 6M and subtract one from another. Simi-

larly, we multiply the sum rule (29) for the proton by e^

and for the neutron by €d and subtract one from another.

The obtained expressions can be represented in the form

-A ...... . . ...
(31a).

In order to kill unknown single-pole contributions still remain-

ing in the l.h.s, of eqs.Ol) we apply the differential • pexator

<2' to eqs.Ol) and obtain

Ы

Magnetic moments A/p and Al
lt
 can be approximately de-

termined by setting M=m, disregarding anomalous dimensions and

substituting for residue \̂̂  the value

4AM?, «У"
1

е
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which follows from the таза sum ги1ез neglecting both anomalous

о

dimensions and continuum contribution . Solving in this appro-

ximation eqs
#
(32) we arive at quoted result of eq.(1).

V/e turn now to a more rigorous treatment. To do this we need

the precise value of residue Лы • %£ the nucleon mass ia
2 3

not a free parameter, as it was supposed in »^but is fixed at

the experimental value щ, = 0.94 GeV, the best fit is achieved

under a choice ^
w
 =2.1 GeV , It

2
 = 2,3 GeV

2
 (see Appendix B).

The solutions of eq3.(32a,b) ia plotted versus JI in fig.l6. The

variation of M
p
 and At

tt
 with the change of M reflects un-

certainty of our predictions. A reliable interval for M is

0.8 GeV
2
 ̂  H ^ 1.4 GeV where both continuum contribution and

power corrections are still controllable. Though continuum does

not contribute directly to the r.h.3 of eqa.(32) ita cancellat-

ion ia a consequence of our model of continuum which may not

work if this contribution would be large. Besides, at large M

in. the r.h.s. of the sum rules single pole terms play the stain

role and the procedure of extracting A/i
fi
 JLt

ut
 in the presence

of a lart»e background is inadequate. Hote also that changes in

the magnitude of ^ ^ do not strongly affect the values of

magлеtic moments due to the term g
u
 in the r.h.s. of eqs.

(32b) arising from the difference between the total and anomalo-

us magnetic moments. Our final results for the nucleon sngaetis

moments are /U
p
 - 3.0, yH

H
 = -2.0(+lC#).

To estimate the value of magnetic susceptibility we m-tlti-

ply aun rulea (28), (29) Ъу M^jcp (M/M
L
) and apply the differ-

ential operator d[ - M^/bM
1
 . The value? *?,, ,

 /
^ ia

the r.h.3 of the obtained eitatioua depend strongly oa 'X .

If setting ?г=%-0, the sum rule (28) is best fitter rrher.
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-8 GeV^see fig. 17. The influence of X and £ oa the estimate

of /^ is not large: dX/ct* = -&&) c/X/ttfal/1 GeV~2 . Sum

rule (29) is bast fitted when ^ гк ~ 14 GeV"2
 but this esti-

mate is lees reliable because of a substantial

contribution effect on the result. The matter is that the propor-

tional to "X tern in sum rule (2
е
*) appears to be small after

applying operator £-M~v/Ъ M"
%
 (!Ehis can be readily under-

stood if one notes that neglecting anomalous dimensions and con-

«. 2 2

tinman its contribution to frC
 а

* the poir-t IE =к is

estima-

te for 7-diaensional contributions in sum rule (29) is not very

reliable because of both a great number of unaccounted nonfacto-

rizable operators (see Appendix A) and uncertainty in the gluon

condensate density -value (the estimated uncertainty in the va-

lue SojU./rr) £L# (joy/0/*1 0.012 GeV* obtained in ref. 1 is

*~ 50%), Por this reason we did not perform a technically int-

ricate calculation for coefficient of operator Q й &nA (^sf^w

for the structure L (fyyv ~pM)fc)p (infrared logarithmic

divergence la absent here but finite pieces may remain). Signi-

ficantly smaller values / ̂V/< 5" ($21/are i'A a sharp disagree-

scat with the sua rule (29) and in order for the sum rule (28)

to be fulfilled iJ4>robably large JTtf and (or) j f j are re-

quired. (Zhue, e.g., at У^ - 3 GeT^ ?e-2£xzS ). I»

Addition, the sum role (28) is satisfied each worse as a func-

tion of M .

Oar final result for the quark condensate Magnetic sus-

ceptibility ie 9f - -(350*50 HeV)"2 . As shorn in the follow-

lag Motion this value ie la agreeeent with independent deter-

•laatloa of ")( fro» the su» rules for Q -* p -t/ transition.
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The sign of quark condensate magnetic susceptibility is

•natural" in the following sense, let us consider a siaple node!

where the current quark in the vacuum fluctuation field acquires

a mass and the resulting constituent quarks Interacts with the

electromagnetic field* In such a aodel т.е.т.

7
 (34)

where S(p)
 i s

 the constituent quark Green's function in the

electromagnetic field:

2Ш] /o-Mf s™p

-1 (35)

m - is the quark mass,

ment (in the units

(34) giTes

is its anomalous magnetic ao-

Substitution of eq.(35) into eq.

( 3 6 )

«bere Д is the ultraviolet cut-off. Since the r*h.s of eq.

(36) is positiye and <(^l^^l^}<0 , У «us* be negative.

She numerical value of % following from eq.(36) appears

also to be rather reasonable: the value "X (2) is obtained,

for instance, at и - 350 MeV &t/t/Mf&xaA /jf&Q. .

Note that the sane model gives also the correct sign of quark

condensate density.

Ibenomenological constants A>/ and && can alsc be
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found. Ther are equal to A *s:3.4 GeV~ , A S; -1.7 GeV"*
2
 ,

В
р
дг 2.3 GeV"

2
, B

n
u: -3.7 G e V

2
 . In the region M

2
~ l GeV

2
 the

single-pole term contribution to the sum rules (28),(29) is ap-

proximately as large as that of the terms proportional to magne-

tic moments.

Concluding this section, a few words on the sum rules at

structure
 <

S
u
j . As was mentioned, there is no reason to

expect for these sum rules to be satisfied well. Nevertheless,

of interest is studying these sum rules substituting into them

the abore obtained value of % . In doing so it is reasobale

to use a sum rule independent on the infrared cut-off parameter

A4~ which is obtained by applying differential operator

1>/Ъ(t/i*
1
) to eq.(3O). Unlike (28), (29), the sum rules

a
* @лЫ depend strongly on 32 and ^ and suitably

choosing Oi a&d с one can get a more or less satisfactory

agreement between the r.h. and l.h.sides in both sum rules at

б^у) - for proton and neutron. Such a fitting is, for instance,

possibles at the values of parameters (which also fit eqs.(28)
v

(29)) tffc -3.2, ^tz -1.5, 0(^ -
 8
 GeV

2
 - Ebi

s
 ae*

of the parameters leads, however, to a considerably worse

agreement of the SUB rules for transition /л ~*f°]f *

5. A-»p+/ transition

She nethod developed in this paper can be applied to

•eny other problems besides determination of nucleon magnetic

moments. As en example we present here an estimate of invari-

ant amplitudes of A
4
p+Y transition.

Xhis consideration pursues two purposes: first to convin-

ce themselves that the method can be expanded io solution of
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other problems and second, to determine independently the value

of the quark condensate magnetic susceptibility.

Consider the polarization operator

where current h, is determined by eq.(4a) andh,

is a current with quantum numbers of isobar cJ « Write

in a form analogous to eq.(3):

^ T
7
 П () F (39)(fi) F^

When calculating (IJJAV If)
 w e
 *

a
^

e
 зл*

0
 account the graphs of

figs, 2,3,5 and 7 for chirality conserving and figs. 6,9 and 10

for chirality violating structures.(In this case the chirality

conserving structures contain even, and chirality violating ones

- odd number of /~ matrices). We shall not dwell on the calculat

ion details but give the results.

The chirality conserving structures

/V
-
 < т



эо
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Hote that because of relation v£ fa - О /7, ̂  satisfies

the conditions

•= С (47)

3?he r.h.s of the desired sum rules is represented as a sum of

the term of interest •which has two poles at p =m and at р*"=п̂

of terms with single poles at p~vn or ,0 =^
д
 and of continuum

contribution. The electromagnetic transition Л ~^р
+
У

amplitude for the case of the real photon is described by two

constants G, and й„

which are linear combinations of magnetic dipole G,» and electric

quadrupole G^ moments of transition

r - 3-

(49a)

(ш
й
 -w) (G

±

(see ..In eq.(4S) If and '1^
 a r e

 spinors of proton and

Д -isobar, respectively).

Experimental works present, as a rule, the data in terms of

helicity amplitudes which ere related to (L, and G
M
 by
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v/here Cj ^Зд-М^/ЗШд . Using (4S) or.̂  can eaaily write the

general expression for the polarisation operator contribution due

to Л ~*р transition

d С
ч

v.-hero y\f. is the Д - tr..n:.;ition .•шя!:» tude into curront <;,

4 \ 3

\\ - Ai 'î( foxmd in ref. .
2 2

The single pole termn tit p = m contribute to an indepen-

dent coefficient into eucii structure and v/e do not write them

dovm. (Relations (47) establish certain relationship;; botv/con

the;;?coofficients and G., G^ bub no benefit .c.-m be obtained

from them). Зесаизе of conditions to be satisfied by the

isobar propue-̂ tor ft ^ (f°) ~ fU ^JS (f)
 =
 0

i. 2-

the .'jingle pole terxnn at p -Mn are described by two
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independent constants only and their contribution to

is

fi&£*)^ C51)

- x fay» - £
where й and h are constants.

Let us n -w consider the sum rules. Make the Borel transfor-

mation. To obviate unknown constants in the r.h.s of the зшп
p о

rules induced by the single pole terms at p = m let us apply

the differential operator — ГЪ/Ь(^/А^) + U(J . As a result v/e

get the following sura rules for invariant functions at the chi-

rality conserving structures i / 6'v̂ i/< ~ C/,J K, )p K- v)

L
.flip

? ̂ 52)

(53)

,i
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(54)

?
(55)

(56)

1
 ^

In (52)-(57) we denoted /\
л
 ^fyw) A

a
 and took into лс-

couat the current -И^ inoraalous dimension (which is -2/27),

bhe rest notations are the same уз in (28),(29). Excluding

constant h from (55)-(57) one may get the following two equali-

ties
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j ml C
h

Excluding constant Q from (58),(59), we arrive at the зша rule

*-v — •

Оte

from which the Д ~*fY transition amplitude G
2
 can be deter-

mined. And vice versa, if vre exclude*G
2
 from (58), (59) we get

= j /I X X.
Of the chirality violating structures we will consider only

those containing two momenta in the numerator. This will be done

for the same reasons as for nucleon magnetic moments. After

excluding all the unknown constant except for G,,.G
2
 and Q ,

from the r.h.s of the sum roles at these structures we are
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left with two independent sun rules

( 6 2 )

X
All the obtained sum rules except for(60) include the combinat

ion G>i ̂ ~*£ (lLfa~u'/i • This curcumstance does not permit finding

separately each of the constants G, and Л . At the same time,

the comparison* of the l.h.s of the sum rules (5D-(53), (60),

(61),(62) whose r.h.s coincide, allows one to determine the

accuracy of the whole approach and to understand whether the ^

vnlue previously found when studying proton and neutron magnetic

moments agrees with these equalities, -tt such a comparision it

should not be expected that these equalities will coincide with

a good accuracy because : (1) the action of the operator

"cf/j/J/M
1
-} t-M~ killed the ground term f.X/Э (~t<*VM

L
) in

the r.h.з of the зит rule leaving a comparatively smaller one

•exp / ~Wj/M \) ; (2) continuum thresholds for different

sum rules may differ which we did not take into account; (3) it

is not excluded that the contribution of disregarded power cor-

rection may achieve ~ 20-30% of the ground term. The latter

circumstance is significant in (52)-(54),(61) since a strong

cancellation between the first term in the l.h.s and the term

proportional to /. arises in these sum rules. In addition,
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the contribution of the last term proportional to unknown v.'iluoi-

3£ and r may be essential in the sum rules (62),(63}. Tae

numerical comparison of the l.h.s. of (52)-(54),(6l),(62),(bj)

shows that at the value *)( (2) they agree with each other up

to a factor 2. (The continuum threshold is taken to be 7Л"-2. SG<-VC
),

The values of \X significantly differing from (3) lead to a

strong disagreement of the sum rules. In particular, for the set

of the parameters % = -9 GeV
2
, 3? = -3.2, ^ = -1.5 discus-

sed at the end of sec.4, the l.h.s of the considered sum roles

differ even by a factor of 3.5. At the same time, the l'.
c
 depen-

dence of the r.h. and l.h.sides of the sum rules ia not the same:

Q,. +• Q.(WI
U
—M} й which must be constant, chances

by a factor of 1.5 within the interval 11=1.0-1.5 GeV
2
 . All this

shows that the accuracy of the results obtained in this section

io rather low and is featured by a factor of 1.5-2. With this

accuracy

Such a value seems to be reasonable зхясе experimentally G,

2.82+0.05 GeV" ' and there is no reasons to expect that

quantity \^t~
lu
)i

 i s
 small.

Return now to the sum rule (60) and determine the /j ~

transition amplitude Gp from it. The result is

•) The experimental values of G-, and G
2
 can be inferred from

the data on chiral amplitudes 21
A
l/2" -°«1391+0.005

-0.256*0.005 GeV"
1
'

 2

«nich are related to G 'and Qp
 Ь
У relations (49).
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- 2 GeV"2 (65)

with the a:-iae ttccuracy. Ihe value (65) doejnot disagrees with

the experimental number G, e _ » -1.3£0. 2 GeV" .

6. Conclusion

The method suggested in this, paper on the basis of which we

succeeded in calculating proton and neutron magnetic moments ia

'mite a general one. I t is applicable not only to determining

the static electromagnetic properties of low-lying ma^pietic sta-

tes but also to calculating hadronic emission and ab-

aorption amplitudes of ;my fields with large wavelengths much

larger than hadronic dimensions. Examples are semileptonic decay

amplitudes and soft pion-hadron interaction constants. If this

method is applied to processea involving soft pions, the pion •

field V'f /vXu ( rt - is the isospin index) should be considered

аз а constant in зрасе and time external field interacting

with axial current with hamiltoninn i^/jrr)]м •^r>/iKlTii.e method

can be also extended to the case of particles containing heavy

quarks. For instance, magnetic moments of charmed Ьагуопз

j) -> 7)У, J)~fJ^W etc. decay: widths can be calculated

with i t . Thus, the method cherishes hopes that a vast circle

of problems -.vhich were not solved up to now either in QCD or

in quark models, can be 3olved with i t . Of course, the solut-

ion of each of the problems io a serious task which demands

hard labour but the way гоеия to be open.

'.'/hen UJing the suggeated method, two cir̂ v/baclrs arise:

, is the anpeartince of new external field induced
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v.e.v.'s in the sum rules. These v.e.v.'з should be determined

from the same sum rules or by some other way (e.g., for the ex-

ternal pion field case, using current algebra commutation re-

lations). An approach is also possible when some v.e.v. is de-

termined from one process and is substituted into other to get

physical results. It is important to emphasize that the exis-

tence and magnitude of such v.e.v,'s are by themselves an im-

portant physical information on the structure of vacuum in

QCD which can be employed for constructing various models (for

instance, of bag model).

5?he second drawback, of a technical character, is due to

appearance of nondiagonal transition amplitudes from the lowest

state into excited ones corresponding to the 1-st order pole

2 2

in p -m for transition amplitude in the phenomenological part

of the sum rules. These terms are not exponentially damped as

compared to terms with the second order poles we are interes-

ted in and, as was shown for nucl.eon magnetic moments, can be

very essential numerically, Therefore, to obtain reliable

qualitative results they must be isolated in any particular

case.

Exe terns of this type appear also in other calculations

of vertex functions with small momentum transfer (e.g.,of mag-

netic moments, TcNfv vertices etc.), in particular, in lat-

tice calculations. In.refs. ̂ -lb ^ Fourier-transform of polar

rization operator, of nucleon currents in external electromag-

netic field «as considered . -
0 0

П / , У
 (бб)
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and its exponential aeymptotiea at large euclidean times t .таз

isolated. l!he linear in. field part of П ft) is contributed by

both double and single poles. Refs.
 1
5~1° used different from

ours choice of the current and therefore it is impossible to com-

pare the results directly. If, nevertheless, we substitute the

polarization operator (26),. (?7) into eq. (66), then for the coe-

fficient at the structure Q ^ p +• p Си,^ we obtain (for

proton)

At asymptotically large times HtT>?Z the term with

dominates but at times really used in refs. -^-l
 t n e

 ^
e r m

A ia damped unsufficiently. If we take A =3.4 GeV , as fol-

lows from our estimates, the double and single pole contributions

appear to be equal at t £il.3 GeV" . The largest values of t

in ref. were t=«3.6 GeV~ and the contribution from single

poles i330#. In ref. the times were somewhat larger, t <fc

Л; 5.6 GeV^ and the single pole contribution is estimated to

be 25%. To separate the double and single pole contributions

one must study the t-dependence of pre-exponent that is rather

difficult in lattice calculations. (Such an investigations was,

17
perhaps, made in ref. ' ).

She authors are indebted to Za.Ya.BalitsJcy and M.A.3hifman

for useful discussions and valuable reaarks.
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Appendix л

We describe here the calculation of coefficients at 8-dimen-

sional operators £ <f

and ^л^дв- 4 1}YrQ^/Q-) GA* 9 ' 4 4 which contribute to sum rule

(28) and of coefficients at 7-dimensional operator 1)5^0 Gj
a
 Q,.

contributing to sum rule (29). In order to make such a calculat-

ion one must take into account the vacuum gluon field effect on

quark correlator <(o jT f (j-^(x), tf
K
 (°)]jo) (the ezternal

electromagnetic field effect was shown earlier in eq.(17)). Such

an account may be done using expansion q(x) in powers x (16) .wnere

covariant derivative includes now gluonic field V^
 =
 U^ ~*~1-Ь>с'% Jci.

(Note the sign difference between our definition of the coupling ,

constant Q and of refs. ). It is convenient to use fized point

gauge Xit. 8A,, (*) — 0 . Considering the vacuum gluon field

as external (next it will ehter other v.e.v.'s) one may obtain for

quark correlator"(the terms in x expansion required in the follow*-

ing are only retained and notations (9), (10) are used):

= '

*^"й/<"/•? V

9-2*
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( A I )

The first term 1л (Al) corresponds to the action of the va-

cuum gluonfield on the hard.quark propagator (cf.the 3-d term in

eq.(17)). The terms from the 2-d "fro 5-th arise after expanding

q(x) in x up to the second order according to en.(16). The last

term arises after expanding q(x) in x in the 4-th order. Its form

in (Л1) is found by using repeatedly identities

(in the loweat order in й ) and neglecting nonfactorizable terms.

Constant С in the last term of (Л1) i3 not necessarily to be de-

termined since it drops out in calculating polarization operator.

We shall need also expressions for v.e.v.'s of the quark and

gluon field product when electromagnetic field is absent

and in linear in electromagnetic field tenn3

(A3)

where notation (9) is used.

We are ready now to calculate caerator coefficients in

question.
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The coefficient at the operator а л" (Г {X/4 ) Q^ Q • tj £,u Cf

is described by the graphs of fig.6a,b. In fig.6a the vacuum glu-

on field is emitted by the hard d-quark so that its propagator

is given by the first term in (Л1). This gluon field is averaged

with the fields of one of u-quarks according to (Л2) while the

propagator of other u-quark is determined by the 4-th term in

(17). In fig.6^ the vacuum gluon field is emitted by soft u-

quark whose correlator is given by the 3-d term in (AI). Ihe other

soft u-quark interacts with electromagnetic field and its corre-

lator is described by the 4-th term in (17); The hard d-quark

propagates freely(the 1-st term in (17)).She fig.6 contribution

to polarization operator is presented in the text (eq.(21)).

Hote that the procedure of the calculation of the coeffici-

ent in front of v.e.v £ <'c> I Ц бу{£/0.)Сцр(\ | o)<«>| J $ H / o )

is not unique since the result depends on the choice of nonfac-

torizable v.e.v.
f
s vdiich are disregarded. Our recipe of treating

the four-quark v.e.v. <j3 / <f % (*) Як(*) 9е(°) Й,»(°)1°У

is: first factorization and afterwards expansion in power of x «

Other ways of the calculation give slightly different values for

the coefficient of interest. Because differences are small (of

order of 20-30$) and the discussed term itself is a small cor-

rection to the ground term (of tj (Wo (//<£>(0/t/(£he3e ambiguities

do not affect the results.

Tine coefficient at the operator й CJ(X/<1)^A Ц (f Ц

is given by the graphs of fig.7a, » .in fig,7a the vacuum

gluon field is emitted by the hard d-quark «nose propagator is

given Ъу the 1-st term in (AI). Ihe vacuum gluon field is avera-

ged with the fields of one of the u-quarks miving in the elect-

romagnetic field .accoromg to (^3). Ihe propagator of the other
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u-qmu-k is determined by the 2-d term la (17). In f ig . i t the

gluon field is emitted by the soft u-quark moving in electromag-

netic field and i ts correlator is described by the second term in

(Л1), The propagator of the other soft u-quark corresponds to

the 2-d tern in (17), the propagator of the free hard d-quark

corresponds to the 1-st term in (17). The зит of the graphs 7a(£

is given by eq.(22).

The contributions of 5-th dimensional operators 4$\/я)(шО

and Q g(JC/z)^s ^^мгНл(Г $ to even structures of the polarizat-

ion operator are calculated analogously. The corresponding diag-

rams are shown in fig.10af € . I n both diagrams u-quarks are

hard, d-quark is soft. Hot dwelling on details of the calculat-

ion note only that their contribution to structure с (I°MY\>~P<JY»)P

cancels.

There are three different diagrams contributing to coeffi-
— _ * ,-, n

cients at operator Q в~м й Цлз Ц л̂ • In fig.lla

the vacuum gluon field interacts with two hard u-quarks зо that

u-quark propagators in the polarisation operator are given Ъу

the 1-st term in (л!) and d-quark - by the 4-th term in (17);

In fig.llr? gluons interact with hard u- and soft d-quarks.

The d-quark propagator ia obtained by expanding d(x) field in

x ap to the 3econd order and is given by the 4-th and 5—th

terms in (ai) . (Really, the 4—th term does not contribute to

the polarization operator). Note that separation of the opera-

tor contribution Й ^ Л С?^ ц\^ in fig. 11^ is not unique

since н number of nonfactorizable 7-dimensionr.l operators ap-

pear here which can be expressed through one another and

through operator Q Цы й (AJ* Ц^ . (The situation

here resembles that which згхзез when attempting to calculate
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8-dimensional contributions to the vector current operator
 cc
 ). 1

i

Such an ambiguity may affect the 5-th term in (л!) which in fur.t

was obtained neglecting v.e.v. <^0 {f G^ X* Va % i-)\Q/~

Por this reason one cannot expect for a high accuracy of our

estimate of 7-dimensional operator contributions. It is, however,

important to emphasize that all of these poorely determined terms

are proportional to the d-quark charge (for proton) and thus

drop out in the procedure used in the text to determine magnetic

moments. In fig.lie the d-quark field is expanded is x up to the

4-th order and its correlator is given by the last tern: in (Л1)

vtfxile u-quarks propagate freely. As is shown by the calculation,

in our approximation the 11 £ ,c graphs contributions to the

structure (.(РмУ)) ~PvY/b)p cancel completely and only the diag-

ram of fig.lla is responsible for the answer* Its contribution, to

structure ^ / A / V » ~ptfY/b)p
 ±s

 Presented In eq. (25).

Appendix Б

We dwell here on the procedure of finding the transition

amplitude of proton into current ty
fi
 (the residue) А# from

the sum rules for the polarization operator П (f) defined in

eq.(3). She QCD sum rules for invariant functions at the struc-

tures p and й. have the form -'{see ref. ̂  , anomalous di-

mensions are corrected according to foot-note in p. ti )
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(B2)

where

t..(м) =

and all other notations are from (28),(29). (The value / v

defined in ref.
 J
 is by a factor of 8 зшаЦег than \

N
 )»

The calculations of ref. contain errors in the coefficients at

last two terms in the l.h.s. of (B2): the coefficient ut 0C
s
 Л

was by a factor of two smwller and the coefficient in front

of a£ was 1/9. Since both terras are small the correction o-f-

these errors affect only slightly the results.

To obtain the value of Atf as accurately as possible

we set m,j = C.94 GeV as observed in experiment, multiply the sum

rule (BI) by exp(m2/M2) and the sura rule (B2) by m"1exp(m2/M2)

and plot resultant values of y\N vs. Ы . The continuum thresh-

old W nust be choaen so that the variation of Д ^ with the
p

change of M rrouid be the weakest. The best fit is achieved

*) The authors are indebted to A.Kolesnichenko v/ho has drawn

their attention on this error.
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under the choice V/

2
 « 2.3 GeV

2
 *' . This vulue of 7/ is cio:io to

the mass of the first resonance state with nuclcor. -.u *ntuni nurr—

2 T*
4

bers. The Щ dependence of Д ^ obtained from SUIT, rules (Li;,

(B2) is shown in fig. 18. V/e see that the values Л,,/ determined

from (BI),(B2) coincide with each other and are practically cons-

tant within 0.7 < M
2
< 1.2 GeV

2
 . Our final result for Ад,

i e
 A// *

 2
**

 G e V
 with an uncertainty of <=slO3. Note that

a significantly higher accuracy of /^ determination achie-

ved here as compared to ref. is due to the fact that the nuc-

leon mass m was given but was not u free parumeter us it was

the case in ref. . Varying simultaneously m and X^ in
ref. ^ one may get a good agreement of the sum rule within a

rather wide variation interval of both parameters.

*^ Note the difference in this number with the first works of

one of the authors (B.I.) where the higher values of IV were

chosen. The estimate of the nucleon mass is rather stable with

respect to variation of W hut the value of \^i needed for

accurate determination of magnetic moments is more sensitive.

The difference with the fit of ref. but v.dthin the erros of it

(ULJ = 1.02+0.12 GeV, %% = 3.6+1.2 GeV
6
 , W я 1.5 GeV) steras

from the fact that we took m as a giVen* experimental number

and have corrected the values of anomalous dimensions.
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• л Л

Pig.SL. The simplest quark loop contributing to polarization ope-

rator. Here (and in the following figures) solid lines

correspond to quark, wavy lines - to external electromag-

netic field, crosses - to quark currents *7' *? *

Fig.3. The graph corresponding to the quark condensate magnetic

aucceptibility contribution to the even structure of pola-

rization operator. Dot lines encircle the places of non-

perturbative interaction with vacuum fields.
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Fig,4» The gluon condensate contribution to polarization operator)

dashed lines correspond to gluons.

a) 6)
Fig. 5

«) SJ
W. 7

a;

. 6

Wg.8

a/ SJ

9
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IX X

a} V

&

Fig.12

N А/

e-13

V />/* fit

W.g.14
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-X

OS t.O

Pxg.l6. The Borel parameter M~ dependence of proooz* and neutron

magnetic moments dt^erminec from eqs.(32).
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Ap MPig. 17- The II2 and % dopendonce of pp + Ap M ,

( i t X-^- 0 ) from e,;.(28) (yol id l i n e s ) . Crosses on the ordl.-

n.ite xi.a shovf the viluou of Mp and Ath согтез-

to the curves.
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X
2

2.0-

oS-

1.0

Pig.18. The Borel parameter Ы dependence of Aj- deter-

mined from eq.(BI) - solid line and from (B2) - dashed

curve*
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